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From the Desk of the Principal

Dear Families and Friends,

Children are often fascinated by ripples that appear on water. Isn’t it amazing how one seemingly insignificant act like
dropping a pebble can cause so much commotion? As I go through life, I see the ripple effect enacted everywhere. The
“pebble” can be a word, a gesture, a kindness. It can even be a person. The effects of one small change can go on and on
and on, perhaps for generations.
The theme for this issue is taken from our Diocesan 50th Anniversary theme: “We remember the past with gratitude,
celebrate the present with joy and look to the future with hope.” Gratitude, Joy, Hope – these are the pebbles being
tossed by Bishop Parkes into the placid existence of our 50 year-old diocese. He is hoping that these pebbles cause
significant changes throughout the diocese. I encourage you to watch the videos explaining the vision for the future that
have been posted at www.dosp.org.
For this issue, we reached out to families in our community who have experienced gratitude, joy, and hope, deeply – so
that by reading their experiences, we could begin to explore these concepts more deeply within our own lives. We thank
the Mora, Grey and Donner families for sharing their personal experiences. May their faith, trust, love and
understanding ripple through our community!
The recent turn of events precipitated by news from the dioceses in PA, has certainly caused a ripple throughout the
world. Like you, I struggle with understanding what has taken place and what God’s plan is going forward. Thankfully, we
are sheltered here in our community, surrounded by the most incredible faith family one can imagine. Recently, Fr. Gary,
who has this incredible ability to help clarify one's thinking, shared a story for the Sunday homily about a retired fireman.
The story described how the world needs people with courage, the kind that may involve running into fires to save
others and to put out flames. The moral of the story was that the universal Church could benefit from courageous
“firemen” to help us through these times. For sure, our children need us to step up in ways we never thought necessary.
We may be called to help put out flames, or to save others. Or perhaps, we may be called to clean up the debris and help
rebuild a better and safer structure. May we always remember that each and every one of us has a unique and valuable
role and that our “pebbles” contribute to furthering our school mission to “empower our students to live the mission of
Jesus.”

On a much lighter note, we hope you like the new “us.” This year,
together with the parish, we updated our logo and our mission
statement. The ripple effect of doing so resulted in a few other
changes in terms of colors and uniforms. Please check out our new
school webpage at myoll.com.
Please keep us in your prayers as we will, you. And may our beautiful,
honest, caring and loving community be the “pebble” that causes
ripples for good within America, especially in these times when
society truly needs to rediscover some real gratitude, joy and hope.
God bless,

Dr. Anne Penny

Gratitude for our past
Joy in our present moment
Hope as we embrace the future

with Mrs. Karin Youhanna

By Joarimar and Andres Rivera

“I grew up in Puerto Rico, but my little brother, he will grow up mostly here in Florida.” Kevin Rivera shared how his
family moved here months before the disaster that was Hurricane Maria was even conceived. Kevin moved here from
Puerto Rico with his parents, little brother, and grandmother, leaving behind numerous relatives and close friends.
On the night of September 20, 2017, Category 5 Hurricane Maria swept the island of Puerto Rico and left unsurmountable devastation on its communities, infrastructure, and vegetation. Its winds averaged 146 miles an hour and it
dropped 46 inches of rain in the 24 hours that followed.
An island with 3.5 million residents, Puerto Rico’s closest servicing port is 1300 miles away in Jacksonville, Florida.
This would create extremely challenging recovery efforts. After the hurricane, 90% of the island had no electrical
service, which severely impacted food and water supplies. Only non-perishable food items were available. Fuel
shortages began to hit the island barely a few days after the hurricane.
The island’s economic engine ground to a halt as tourism was impacted by 100%. Local manufacturing and commerce
became idle. It was a struggle trying to assess the damage and establish realistic estimates of how long it would take
to get back to normal production with limited information regarding electrical power restoration.
As the affected population began to realize that the recovery was going to be a long one, news of the impact had
already reached the Puerto Rican communities with permanent homestead in the United States. Large Puerto Rican
communities in New York, Texas and Florida began providing support by sending goods and financial donations, as
well as volunteering for restoration activities on the island.
It was a day of great JOY when full electrical power was restored on the island in May of this year. The people of
Puerto Rico - our family and friends, especially - have much GRATITUDE for the assistance that was provided by us
in Tampa, as well as by the different communities and ministries across the country.
Although there is still work left to do, Puerto Rico is moving towards normality and every day is looking better. The
green of the mountains is back, and tourism is once again restored. We pray and HOPE that life on the island will
return to how it was before Maria.
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JOY!
The Gift of
Children
By Mick and Mary
Donner
If you’ve ever been to the Life Teen Mass at Our Lady of Lourdes, you’ve probably seen,
heard or met Harry. When the last note of the last song is played, Harry’s the first one out of
the pew moving from person to person collecting hugs from anyone willing, and sharing his
honest, unabashed joy. Harry’s a lucky guy. Things like malice and judgment have no hold on
him. He’s just happy to be with whomever he is with wherever he happens to be.
The birth of a child is the birth of hope. A newborn is the embodiment of potential, but when
that child turns out to be “not typical” (the polite term for not normal), that hope becomes a
little harder to hang on to. There is a sort of death of a normal life. Things like independence,
college and marriage are suddenly out of reach. Well-meaning people say “God gives special
people special children.” To be honest, some days we don’t feel all that special.
What has been, and remains special, is our Catholic family. We are so grateful for the love,
understanding and support we’ve been blessed with, first at our church in Massachusetts
right after Harry was born, and continuing on at Our Lady of Lourdes. Harry is truly a member
of this community and, having a network of loving people who accept Harry, is truly a gift
from God.
As parents, we’ve always felt that our main job with our children was to make sure they had
everything they needed to live a life that would merit entrance to Heaven. Sometimes that
seems like quite a challenge for a special needs child, but our OLL family has been there with
us every step of the way, not just providing moral support, but real, tangible acts of love to
help us achieve that goal for Harry.
We really wanted Harry to be able to experience the
grace of God’s presence through the Sacraments.
He was baptized as an infant, but we weren’t sure he
would be able to understand the concept of the
Eucharist. A very good friend with a strong
conviction for the Confirmation of people like Harry
finally convinced us that Harry really deserved that
Grace. Maybe more than any of us. She backed up
her words with real action, taking the time to work
Harry through as much of the RICA program as she
thought he would understand.
Harry’s Confirmation at Our Lady of Lourdes has to
be one of the most joyful days of our lives as a family
and Harry pays that joy forward every Sunday night
after Mass.
Mrs. Donner is currently a teacher at Our
Lady of Lourdes School. Their oldest son,
Artie, is a an OLL alumnus.
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The Hope of Adoption
By Patricia and Randy Mora
Have you ever had a moment in your life where you felt hope was lost? I must admit, I’ve had
a few. One in particular came more than six years ago, when Randy and I had just moved
back to Florida. We had been trying to start our family for about a year, with no success, and
so began fertility testing. Around the same time, we made an offer on a home, and on closing
day we were so excited. After closing, we were in the car, take-out food in tow, ready to have
our first meal in our new home. That’s when we got a phone call from our doctor’s office, with
the results of our testing: there is no chance you’ll be able to have biological children.
So here we were, driving to our new home - the home we wanted to fill with children - but
instead we were told that wasn’t possible. But God - our big, loving, merciful God - was
orchestrating our family in ways we couldn’t even imagine. Little did we know, at that time,
our son was already conceived, in his birth mother’s womb. We were hopeless, yet God had
already started our family.
Just a few months later, we inquired with Catholic Charities Adoption Services about their
program, and after our first meeting with the social worker, we stood in the parking lot and
looked at each other. I will never forget what I said to Randy that day: “I think this might
happen fast for us. I can feel it.” HOPE. What a short time ago I had felt lost, and here was
God, speaking to my heart. Reminding me to HOPE! Five days later, we got a call that the
birth mother wanted to meet us, and in June 2018, Thomas was born. His birth mother made
the most selfless, courageous decision a mother can make: to place their child in the arms of
another mother.
Our joy was immeasurable. And incredibly, God saw fit to grant us another miracle just fifteen
months later. We received a call on a Monday evening about a baby with an unknown due
date, and told the social worker we would pray about it. Just twelve hours later, that baby girl
was born. We met her Tuesday night, and by Thursday she was coming home with us. And
so, Natalie brought us more hope and immeasurable joy.
And still, we are learning and having to remember to trust in God, even when we cannot see
His plan. Just this summer, we were matched with another birth mother, hoping to add a third
child to our family. The baby was born unexpectedly at 34 weeks and we spent two days in
the NICU with this baby, named her, held her, and embraced her as ours. When it came time
for the birth mother to sign the paperwork, she simply couldn’t go through with it. We were
devastated, absolutely heartbroken.
This time, however, we remembered. We remembered to be grateful. Grateful that we were
not a “first time” adoptive couple. Grateful we have a strong support system, grateful this birth
mom chose life for her child, even if we were not to be the parents. We have hope. Hope for
this child’s future, hope because of the love her birth mother showed. And joy. We have joy
for our family. Joy in knowing we can pray for that little girl. Above all else, joy in remembering that God loves us so much that He has adopted us as His own.
Patricia Mora is the incoming HSA President. Their children currently attend OLL .
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Gratitude Carries Forward
By Phil and Athena Gray
“Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged,
for the Lord your God will be with you wherever you go.” -Joshua 1:9
In late November of 2015 we received life altering news regarding our youngest son. Tyler, an OLL school alumnus,
was diagnosed with Acute Myeloid Leukemia at the age of 17 as a Senior at Clearwater Central Catholic High School.
That moment in the Emergency Center of Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital (JHACH) was surreal and the gravity
of the situation had not fully sunk in, even as Tyler was wheeled up to a room on the 7 th floor – the oncology unit. As
we began to wrap our minds around not only the diagnosis, but the logistical change to our lives, we found comfort in
our faith and our faith family. The outpouring of love and support from the Our Lady of Lourdes community, both
church and school, was immediate and was what we knew Tyler (and we) needed most to help us to endure whatever
we all had to face during Tyler’s treatment plan.
This OLL family of faith remained loyal and hopeful alongside us through Tyler’s cancer journey. Despite the darkness
of the circumstances, they brought joy to our family as a unit, but most especially, to Tyler. The Sunday 5pm Mass
was streamed for us weekly. Our traditional “after church” dinner with friends remained on their calendars – the venue
just changed from local restaurants to the cafeteria at JHACH. Yard gnomes visited our house weekly to take care of
our lawn. Looking back, we never went more than a day without a visit, call or text from someone linked back to this
community. Immense gratitude doesn’t even begin to touch our feelings towards this community. We felt loved. We
had hope.
Tyler’s passing just 7 months, 2 weeks and 3 days after his initial diagnosis was unexpected – his initial prognosis was
very hopeful. Just as we were through Tyler’s treatment, we were surrounded by our family of faith as they carried us
through the hardest days of our lives. We were hugged and well fed both physically and spiritually.
Our hope remains in Christ’s plan for Tyler’s life and we, his family, must find ways to continue to give back to and
through the community which is the foundation for our lives. With the help of other amazing OLL parents, we have
been able to set up an OLL scholarship in Tyler’s name. With the support and involvement of our faith family and
friends, we have been able to raise over $15,000 to provide food and gas cards to families in the midst of pediatric
cancer treatments at JHACH. Knowing that we are able to provide assistance to other families in Tyler’s name brings a
joy to our lives we never expected.
We are extremely grateful. We remain hopeful. We have joy in our lives.
Both of Phil and Athena’s sons are OLL alumni.
“For I reckon that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared
with the glory which shall be revealed in us.” -Romans 8:18
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From the Desk of the Pastor

Dear Miracle Workers,

Another School Year is well underway and, as always, I am GRATEFUL to all those who invest so much of their time,
talent and treasure into making our school an oasis of HOPE and JOY for our children and young people. We all have
so much to be thankful for, each day we should count our blessings. It’s far too easy to be caught up with all the negativity that we are bombarded with each day (especially on Social Media), as if everyone is in competition with each
other, or out to get each other. There is far too much division around us, we have to do everything we can to heal it.
One of the ways we can do so is by being grateful for the gift of each other. We are all different and unique, we have
our own gifts and talents. We have to understand and appreciate each other for who we truly are: sons and daughters of a beautiful God. We have to learn to listen to each other, truly listen, and compromise when it is right and just
to do so. The only thing we never compromise is the truth and joy of the Gospel, the truth which is Jesus Christ. After
all, it is the truth and joy of the Gospel which breathes hope into our hearts, dispelling all despair. As Christians, disciples of Jesus Christ, we should be the most joyful people on the planet. Not a superficial joy that comes and goes, and
depends on our moods and emotions, but one which lies deep in our hearts through the gift of our faith. A faith
which will see us through any challenge, difficulty, heartache or pain.
Christian hope is not optimism. We can be optimistic that tomorrow will be a sunny day, but if we are hopeful our joy
does not depend on it. The gift of hope can carry us through any crisis or challenge because it is based on our faith in
a loving God, who promised to be with us always, and encouraged us not to be afraid, not to allow fear to get the
upper hand. Some of the most hope-filled people I know, are those who have had to endure many challenges in life,
heartache, suffering and pain. Such people have always affirmed my faith. We want to share with our young people
that whatever they have to endure in life, whatever challenges they have to face as they grow up, mature and open
new chapters in their lives, that God’s love endures forever, and that nothing can ever separate them from God’s
love, this is what the gift of hope truly is. Hope is found in holding onto
one’s faith (in God, oneself and others) in the midst of great challenges.
God is the same yesterday, today and forever, and this is the reason we
place all our hope and trust in God.

In his Apostolic Exhortation, ‘The Joy of the Gospel’, Pope Francis writes:
“Joy adapts and changes, but it always endures, even as a flicker of light
born of our personal certainty that, when everything is said and done, we
are infinitely loved. I understand the grief of people who have to endure
great suffering, but slowly yet surely we all have to let the joy of faith
slowly revive as a quiet yet firm trust, even amid the greatest distress.”
We give THANKS for our blessings, for the gift of each other. We find our
HOPE in Christ, and the JOY of our Salvation!
Blessings galore,

Father Gary (Dowsey), Pastor

-
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